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1 / Executive Summary 

It’s been only four months since we released our previous Strategic Outlook. However, the message in this new report could 

not be more different. As we entered 2020, the outlook for European real estate was one of positivity, with another year of 

strong returns foreseen. We remained conscious that the cycle had run on long, and that pricing in some parts of the market 

had become aggressive; nevertheless, jobs were being created, vacancy was low and monetary policy was ever more 

supportive.   

And here we are today. The Covid-19 crisis has the potential to be one of the most significant economic events in our lifetime. 

Looking back over history it is difficult to find examples where economic activity has fallen so far over such a short period of 

time. No matter which country we look at, we expect a sharp rise in unemployment. 

We also expect significant rental decline across markets and sectors in 2020. However, the rate of decline is still forecast to 

be less severe than the financial crisis. The occupier market is in better shape going into this recession. On average we 

forecast prime office rents to fall by 6% in 2020, logistics by 5% and residential by 4%. The exception here is retail; already 

facing strong headwinds, we predict that prime European shopping centre rents will fall by around 12% this year. 

Prime capital values are forecast to fall by around 10% to 20% this year. Logistics and residential sit at the bottom end of this 

range, with offices and shopping centres more exposed to a major price correction. However, these sector averages also 

mask huge differences across cities and assets.  

Over the coming year, we expect defensive strategies to outperform the wider real estate market. Long incomes, strong 

tenants, core locations and low leverage should all help to support performance. During this crisis every effort should be made 

to sustain income and value, but for most investors it’s now too late to substantially reposition portfolios until the crisis recedes. 

However, we should already be preparing for life after the crisis. Pricing adjustments may create cyclical opportunities, and 

the acceleration of long-term structural trends suggests a repositioning of core balanced funds. 

Ahead of this crisis we were extremely negative on the outlook for the retail sector. This has not changed. Office may suffer 

from steep falls in value and reduced demand from businesses over the longer term, but should still offer attractive 

opportunities during the recovery phase. We expect logistics and residential to be the main winners from this crisis. Both look 

more resilient to the downturn and are well positioned to gain from accelerating structural drivers. We believe, therefore, that 

both are set to become an increasingly large part of the European investable universe.  
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Income at risk. Falling collection rates and rising voids. Rent decline in all sectors during 2020. Resi and logistics most resilient. 

Prime rent growth from 2021 onwards supported by resumption of economic activity and limited supply pipeline. 

Logistics benefitting from sustained increase in demand, with more ecommerce, larger inventories and reshoring of production.  
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Investor demand to fall sharply. Despite high dry power, buyers and sellers likely to adopt a wait and see approach in 2020. 

Prime yields rising. Low liquidity and increased income risk to push prime yields higher in 2020. 

Yield compression in 2021 as uncertainties subside and in anticipation of occupier recovery. Yields may be lower for longer. 
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Core portfolios and those overweight in logistics and residential expected to outperform the market during the crisis. 

Office and hotel to offer significant tactical opportunities to benefit from the cyclical recovery phase. 

Portfolio balance shifting away from retail, with logistics and residential becoming much larger parts of the investable universe. 

Source: DWS, January 2020. No assurance can be given that any forecast will materialise. 
Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future returns. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which 
might prove inaccurate or incorrect.  
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2 / Real Estate Performance 

2.1 Occupier Fundamentals 

The Covid-19 crisis has the potential to be one of the most significant economic events in our lifetime. Looking back over 

history it is difficult to find examples where economic activity has fallen so far over such a short period of time. The real estate 

industry is not immune, and is often on the front line. Shops are shut and offices are empty. The ongoing impact of this crisis 

will likely be felt well into the decade.  

However, we shouldn’t view all real estate through the same lens. To date, the impact of Covid-19 has been far from uniform 

across Europe. While it would be wrong to speculate on the final cost to human life, some economies do appear to be more 

vulnerable. We believe core markets such as Germany and the Nordics look better placed to weather the storm, as lower debt 

provides governments with the room to support businesses and sustain employment. This is far less the case for Italy.  

No matter which country we look at, we expect a sharp rise in unemployment, something already witnessed in those countries 

with the fewest labour market restrictions. Many governments are implementing measures to furlough employees, helping to 

limit extreme swings in unemployment from the temporary closure of businesses. But it seems improbable that we will not see 

significant job losses in all countries. 

Importantly for our consideration of real estate, job losses have so far been concentrated in the retail, travel and hospitality 

sectors. We have seen manufacturing halted and office-based businesses furloughing employees, but so far this has been 

relatively minor compared to the widespread closure of shops, restaurants, bars and hotels. However, we shouldn’t be 

complacent about the other sectors. The longer this recession goes on, the greater the likelihood that second round effects 

will lead to a widening impact on the economy and jobs.  

So far we have limited data to assess the impact of the crisis on real estate occupiers. The first quarter data released in April 

does not yet capture the full extent of the market adjustment. Vacancy rates have so far recorded little or no change.1 We’ve 

seen relatively few business failures and it will take time for leases to become void.  

Income has been at risk and rent collection rates are likely to have fallen across much of Europe. According to a survey by 

Remit Consulting, rent collection at the start of April was less than 60% in the United Kingdom, down from 90% in 2019. Office 

and industrial occupiers were the most likely to have paid, with retail and residential tenants paying less than half the amount 

owed.2 We would expect this pattern to be repeated (to varying degrees) in other European countries – apart from residential, 

where we’ve been recording very high levels of rent collection. 

We expect significant rental decline across markets and sectors in 2020. However, the total fall is forecast to be less severe 

than the financial crisis. The occupier market is in better shape going into this recession. Average office vacancy across 

Europe’s major cities was just 6.5% at the start of this year, 150 basis points lower than in early 2008. Furthermore, the outlook 

for the development pipeline is more favourable – we expect net completions over the next two years to be 25% lower 

compared to the GFC.3 

 

 
1 JLL, April 2020 
2 Remit Consulting, April 2020 
3 DWS, PMA, April 2020 

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.  
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EUROPEAN OFFICE VACANCY RATE (%) 

 

Source: DWS, PMA, April 2020 

 

The exception here is retail. Already facing strong headwinds, the closure of shops and the acceleration of online sales further 

weakens the outlook. We predict that prime European shopping centre rents will fall by around 12% this year. 

We anticipate the other sectors to be more resilient but none will be immune. On average we expect prime office rents to fall 

by 6%, logistics by 5% and residential by 4% this year. 

These averages mask significant differences across cities and assets though. Within the office sector we expect to see above-

average rental declines in London and Dublin. Both cities have historically been more volatile, while we were already 

concerned about the supply pipeline and rental affordability in Dublin. In contrast, markets such as Berlin, Munich and the 

Paris CBD may be more insulated given exceptionally low levels of vacancy.  

We see a more positive trend for the logistics sector, and early evidence of tenant demand has been encouraging. That said, 

with lower retail sales and major disruptions to trade and manufacturing, we are still forecasting a short-term dip in rents. The 

only exception to this is the urban logistics sector. With surging demand for home delivery, we expect urban stock in big cities 

such as London and Paris to continue to record positive growth this year. 

Residential is forecast to see the smallest rent reduction, with the likes of Munich and Amsterdam looking most resilient. Going 

into this, many cities were suffering acute supply-demand imbalances, and our experience on the ground suggests that 

demand is being sustained. Lower disposable incomes and rising unemployment may create some stress, but on balance, 

reduced mortgage lending and low consumer confidence should help to sustain demand for rentals.   

How long the recession will last is an important question. We shouldn’t underestimate the length of any recession, and it is 

likely that the effect of Covid-19 will be felt for some time. However, it is encouraging to see the uptick in economic activity in 

China and the falling number of new Covid-19 cases across Europe and the United States. Indeed, when we look back through 

history, event-driven recessions like this tend to be shorter and have less of a lasting impact than financial crises.  

Our forecasts are based on the view that economic activity picks up sharply in 2021. And while it may take longer to fully 

recover lost economic output, this suggests rents may stabilise next year. Indeed, with likely curbs to development, the period 

heading into the middle of the decade is forecast to see sustained annual rental growth at around 3%. Again the exception is 

shopping centres, where despite the economic recovery, we see no rental growth in the coming five years. 
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Important for the real estate market is the outlook for inflation. This year price growth is set to fall sharply in response to lower 

activity, wages and oil prices. However, over the medium term there is certainly a chance that inflation overshoots target, as 

a recovery in demand – aided by exceptional monetary and fiscal stimulus – meets continued economic supply-side 

restrictions. Typically this outcome is positive for real estate income growth, particularly for assets with indexed leases.  

Finally, we should consider the long-term impacts on the occupier market. From home working to shop closures, surging 

online deliveries to standing in queues outside grocery stores, this crisis is already proving to be a huge experiment in the 

way we interact with real estate. It’s highly likely that some of these new habits will stick, influencing occupier demand. 

Across the sectors, we expect that on average, demand for office, retail and hotels will, to varying degrees, see a sustained 

negative impact from these changing trends, while logistics and residential should gain. Indeed, many of these trends were 

already underway, with recent disruption acting as a catalyst. 

Nevertheless, it is important that we don’t over simplify or exaggerate these impacts. It would be easy to conclude that an 

average increase of one to two days working from home could reduce office demand by 20% to 40%, but is that realistic? We 

have to question whether regulators and employees will tolerate reduced office space per worker. And furthermore, with the 

ongoing competition for talent, and innovative tech companies showing the value of collaborative and inspiring office space, 

we need to be careful about underestimating the importance of the office.  

Another example would be the hotel sector. While it’s easy to see why current disruption to travel and increased usage of 

video conferencing may reduce demand for travel, we think the negative impact will be focused on business hotels. Looking 

back over previous periods of disruptions, such as 9/11, the financial crisis and SARS, this has not had a permanent impact 

on tourist arrivals; indeed these events present as a small blip on a sustained upward trend. 

2.2 Capital Markets 

While the full effects of the Covid-19 outbreak could take a considerable time to become fully apparent in the real estate 

investment market, there is already some evidence of a significant slowdown in investment activity. Looking at provisional 

figures for the first quarter of 2020 shows a year-on-year fall of just 7% in all property volumes; however, given that the full 

extent of the outbreak and measures to contain it were not fully known until towards the end of the quarter, this doesn’t tell 

the whole story. 

Higher-frequency data is typically more volatile and should be interpreted with caution, but a glance at the most recent figures 

begins to suggest a weaker trend. Provisional volumes for the month of March were down by more than 10% year-on-year – 

still not a huge drop. But in the month from mid-March to mid-April, the number of confirmed deals (including portfolios) was 

down by around two thirds from the same period a year ago. The final data might reveal a smaller fall than this, but is 

nonetheless likely to show a precipitous drop in market activity.4 

In the direct real estate market, there has so far been relatively little hard data to suggest the extent of any value adjustment 

that might result from the current market situation. Yet the listed market has already seen a significant correction. Between 

mid-February and mid-March, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT developed Europe Index lost more than 40% of its value. And within 

this decline there were clear signs of which sectors the market expects to be hit hardest. Residential (-33%) and industrial (-

36%) were the best performing sectors over this period, with offices (-46%) lagging behind and retail (-56%) bringing up the 

rear. Since then, all sectors have begun to recover some lost ground, but again there are large differences by sector, with 

residential and industrial down by a total of less than 20% since the peak, and retail still down by a total of more than 50%.5 

 
4 RCA, April 2020 
5 Macrobond, April 2020 

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past performance is not 

a reliable indicator of future returns. 
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In the retail sector, listed companies are expressing concerns that with a large proportion of centres remaining closed across 

the continent, a protracted decline in retail sales could mean that tenant solvency – and therefore the ability for landlords to 

collect rents – is compromised. A similar situation exists in the hotel sector, where operators have suffered a dramatic fall in 

revenues.6 

Europe’s governments and central banks have responded with a range of measures to help businesses and individuals 

through the current economic shock and ensure a functioning financial system. Responses have so far been varied and rather 

uncoordinated, with some countries adopting much more stringent measures than others. Taking a range of response factors 

into account – including fiscal, monetary, social and medical – countries such as Spain, Italy and France have adopted a more 

severe set of responses, while Germany and the United Kingdom have been less strict in their adopted measures.7 Central 

banks have offered significant support through asset purchase programmes, with the Bank of England aiming to buy an extra 

£200 billion of government and corporate bonds and reducing the UK policy rate from 0.75% to an all-time low of 0.1% within 

the space of a week. The European Central Bank also aims to buy an additional €750 billion of bonds, although has so far left 

interest rates unchanged at 0%. 

In line with a sharp drop in risk appetite among investors, equity and commodity prices have taken a sizeable hit since the 

beginning of the crisis in March. However, while markets have rapidly repriced, the peak-to-trough correction in Euro Area 

equities has been shallower compared to the GFC, and markets have already recovered around a third of their initial losses.8 

What’s more, a look at spreads in the bond market would suggest that so far, a much lower level of risk is being priced into 

the corporate sector this time round. 

EURO AREA 10-YEAR BOND YIELD SPREADS (BPS) 

 

Source: Macrobond, April 2020. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns. 

 

And at the same time, government bond yields have, on average, remained exceptionally low, despite some volatility. Partly, 

this could be down to investors switching to more secure investments. But central banks have also been pumping money into 

the economy, supporting bond prices and supressing yields. 

The near-term outlook for inflation is also very weak. Along with low oil prices, which will filter through into the economy in the 

coming months, weaker consumer demand is likely to pull prices down. Beyond the short term though, oil prices are likely to 

increase. And with governments spending huge amounts to keep unemployment down, in many cases people will have built 

up additional savings, meaning consumer spending is forecast to rise fairly rapidly once social restrictions are eased. Usually, 

this would mean that bond yields begin to come under upward pressure as CPI grows. However, with central banks beginning 

 
6 S&P, March 2020 
7 University of Oxford / Blavatnik School of Government, April 2020 
8 Macrobond, Stoxx 50 Index, April 2020 

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.  
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to switch their focus from inflation targeting to yield curve control, this could mean that long-term government bond yields 

remain low for an extended period. 

In the short term, there could be competing forces at play when it comes to real estate pricing. On one hand, there is an 

expectation that government bond yields may fall even further, making property look more attractive in relative terms. However, 

on the other hand there is also an expectation that rents will decline this year – in some cases sharply – and investment 

liquidity is also likely to be severely impaired. At the same time, there is likely to be a temporary reduction in the availability of 

new lending, with banks focusing on lending to longstanding clients and some alternative sources of debt reducing or pausing 

lending activity.  

With this in mind, we have adjusted our outlook for property yields, both in the short term and the longer term. While we don’t 

foresee anything like the same number of forced sales that we saw during the GFC, there is still likely to be a liquidity squeeze. 

So far, there has already been some gating among European open-ended funds, particularly in the UK. And if there is a further 

rapid decline in investor sentiment, we could see an increasing number of blocks on redemptions, which may go some way 

to preventing a mass fire sale of assets within this section of the market. 

However, we would still expect a sharp drop in liquidity to push property yields out slightly this year. For logistics and residential 

assets, we expect relatively little outward movement. Some urban logistics properties may even see yields continue to tick 

downwards. Conversely, we expect to see more significant outward movement for offices, with yields increasing by 25-50 

basis points on average. And for retail, where we were already seeing yields moving out before the Covid-19 pandemic, we 

would expect to see the largest impact, with yields on prime shopping centres increasing by close to 100 basis points this 

year, although the rise could be even greater for secondary assets. 

The spread of lending terms between certain property types is also likely to grow. Compared to offices and logistics, where 

the cost of borrowing has been relatively stable recently, margins on senior loans for retail property were already beginning 

to rise before the current crisis, and we might expect to see a significant further widening of this gap now. 

Nevertheless, when the economy begins to normalise and rents return to growth, we expect most sectors to look more 

attractive in relative terms. With this in mind, our longer-term forecasts for property yields have mostly been revised downwards 

to reflect our expectation of lower government bond yields over the next five years. This means that despite a short-term rise, 

we expect yields for offices, logistics and private rented residential to end up lower by 2024 compared to our previous forecast. 

Retail is once again the outlier here, and while we do expect some degree of normalisation over time, we do feel that retail 

yields are unlikely to compress to the same extent as the other sectors given the unfavourable occupier outlook. 

2.3 Returns 

At this early stage of proceedings, there is relatively little evidence of a value correction to date. With such a sharp drop in 

investment activity, valuers are unlikely to make any significant write-downs without at least some transactional evidence. 

Nevertheless, we do expect to see values decline across almost all parts of the market this year as the situation becomes 

clearer. During the GFC, prime capital values fell by around a quarter on average, with relatively little difference in scale 

between the sectors. This time, we expect the fall in values to be somewhat shallower overall. And we would also expect the 

nature of the current downturn to lead to some significant variation in performance by sector. 

In our previous forecast, logistics was the top performer, and this hasn’t changed. Online sales has been one of the few parts 

of the economy to fare relatively well during the lockdowns that have been implemented in many countries. And while not all 

parts of the logistics market are strongly linked to online retail, there are some in particular that we expect to do well this year 

and beyond. With a predicted prime total return of around 7% per annum over the next five years, the European big box 

logistics market is still one of the best performing segments, although it’s the urban logistics market where we expect to see 

the best returns. Even this year, we are forecasting prime total returns for urban logistics properties to remain comfortably 

positive, and over a five year period we expect this type of asset to outperform the wider logistics market. Geographically, we 

expect Germany and the UK to do well, buoyed by a larger share of online sales. 

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. 
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At the other end of the scale, we have further reduced our outlook for European retail performance. On average, we now 

expect prime shopping centres returns of close to -20% this year and just +1% per annum over five years, a full percentage 

point lower than our previous forecast. Germany and France – where online sales rates are already quite advanced – are 

forecast to be among the worst performers. The United Kingdom, where online sales are already at approximately 20% of 

total retail sales, has already seen yields move out much further than any other market. And while we fully expect further pain 

in the short term, we also see potential for the U.K. market to find a floor sooner than elsewhere, particularly for the very best 

centres. 

Our total return forecasts for the office and residential sectors are broadly unchanged on a five-year average basis. In the 

office sector, we still believe the U.K. market should be an outperformer, although this is predicated on achieving an orderly 

exit from the European Union – something that now looks increasingly likely to be delayed beyond the end of 2020 given the 

abrupt halt to discussions as the pandemic has taken hold. Spain and Italy are likely to take an outsized hit in the short term, 

although we feel the Spanish markets have greater potential for a swift recovery. 

The German markets could also be among the main beneficiaries of the revised economic outlook; with the 10-year Bund 

yield predicted to remain negative for the next couple of years, the major German cities could look especially attractive on a 

relative basis, despite property yields already being at record lows. 

However, while we were previously forecasting returns to be more front loaded, reflecting a continuation – but gradual fading 

– of recent momentum, we now expect a significantly negative return this year, followed by several years of stronger 

performance. In this light, current conditions represent a challenging environment in which to invest. From a practical point of 

view, ongoing deals are still getting pushed through but it is harder to initiate new deals in the current environment. And from 

a strategic perspective, investors are likely to weigh up the risk of significant near-term value decline. However, with the 

possibility of a strong recovery in performance from next year, investment timing will be crucial. 

PRIME TOTAL RETURNS BY SECTOR (2020-24F, %) 

 

Source: DWS, December 2019 
Notes: f = forecast. Core Europe = Germany, France, Benelux, Nordics, Austria & Switzerland; Periphery = Iberia, Italy, Greece & Ireland; CE = Czech Republic, 
Hungary & Poland. There is no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise. As such, the performance and forecast shown represent hypothetical and simulated 
performance, which has many inherent limitations. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit 
of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial 
risk in actual trading. No assurance is made that forecast returns will be achieved. 
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2.4 Strategic Implications 

During this crisis every effort should be made to sustain income and value, but for most investors it’s now too late to 

substantially reposition portfolios until the crisis recedes. However, we should already be preparing for life after the crisis. 

Pricing adjustments create cyclical opportunities, and the acceleration of long-term structural trends suggests a repositioning 

of core balanced funds. 

Over the coming year, defensive strategies will likely outperform the wider real estate market. Long incomes, strong tenants, 

core locations and low leverage should all help to support performance. Indeed, at this juncture we expect that those core 

funds that went in search of yield, ignoring warnings of style drift, will be shown to be lacking.  

For some, this year and next will provide an opening for opportunistic investment, although with relatively low leverage and 

support from the banking sector, we see limited distress. As the market resumes growth and with development activity likely 

to be curtailed for some time, this may also open up opportunities for value add; however, perhaps not for a few years. 

Overall we expect logistics and residential will be the main winners from this crisis. Both look more resilient to the downturn 

and well positioned to gain from accelerating structural drivers. Both are therefore set to become an increasingly large part of 

the European investable universe.  

For logistics, we believe not only is this sector set to be well positioned in the face Covid-19, we see the virus accelerating 

online sales growth, boosting inventories and encouraging the reshoring of manufacturing. Logistics looks well placed 

throughout the coming decade, with urban logistics best placed of all to gain from these trends. 

We believe residential is still a relatively niche sector across much of Europe, but this recession may once again highlight the 

stabilising effect of increasing portfolio allocations to the sector. We continue to favour the more affordable, mass market part 

of the market, and believe this crisis could accelerate the push towards well connected, suburban schemes. 

Office may suffer from steep falls in value this year and reduced demand from businesses over the longer-term, but could still 

offer attractive opportunities during the recovery phase. Re-pricing of prime stock in the likes of London and Paris may open 

up these markets to core investors, while we continue to be supportive of emerging locations within the major cities. However, 

with many peripheral locations never fully recovering from the financial crisis, we continue to question the merits of investing 

in out-of-town and business park locations, particularly if back office activities are increasingly completed remotely. 

Ahead of this crisis we were extremely negative on the outlook for the retail sector. This has not changed and the sector is 

set to play a diminishing role within the investable universe. There is certainly a chance that retail will become oversold, 

opening up attractive opportunities, but as of today, we see a large underweight position being accretive to relative 

performance. 

Finally we still see value in some of the more niche sectors. While hotels are suffering and could take more time than other 

sectors to recover from the crisis, we don’t see a material reduction in the trend growth of tourist arrivals. We see a similar 

story for student accommodation, where although we’ve seen a major reduction in demand this year – with disruption to 

overseas demand continuing into 2021 – we see little evidence for a sustained reduction in demand for overseas study.  

 

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. 
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Important Information 

The brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries, such as DWS Distributors, 
Inc., which offers investment products, or DWS Investment Management Americas, Inc. and RREEF America L.L.C., 
which offer advisory services.  

 
DWS represents the asset management activities conducted by DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA or any of its subsidiaries. In 
the U.S., DWS relates to the asset management activities of RREEF America L.L.C.; in Germany: DWS Grundbesitz GmbH, 
DWS Real Estate GmbH, and DWS Alternatives GmbH ; in Australia: DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN 52 074 599 
401) an Australian financial services incense holder; in Japan: DWS Investments Japan Limited; in Hong Kong: Deutsche 
Bank Aktiengesellschaft, Hong Kong Branch (for direct real estate business), and DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited (for 
real estate securities business); in Singapore: DWS Investments Singapore Limited (Company Reg. No. 198701485N); in the 
United Kingdom: Deutsche Alternative Asset Management (UK) Limited, DWS Alternatives Global Limited and DWS 
Investments UK Limited; and in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden: DWS Investments UK Limited and DWS Alternatives 
Global Limited; in addition to other regional entities in the Deutsche Bank Group. Key DWS research personnel are voting 
members of various investment committees. Members of the investment committees vote with respect to underlying 
investments and/or transactions and certain other matters subjected to a vote of such investment committee. The views 
expressed in this document have been approved by the responsible portfolio management team and real estate committee 
and may not necessarily be the views of any other division within DWS.  
 
This material was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person who 
may receive it. It is intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice, a recommendation, an 
offer, solicitation, the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument, or for DWS or its affiliates to 
enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information contained herein. Neither DWS nor any of 
its affiliates gives any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is contained in this 
document. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, no member of the DWS, the Issuer or any office, 
employee or associate of them accepts any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any 
error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss or damage whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise 
suffered by the recipient of this document or any other person.  
 
The views expressed in this document constitute DWS Group’s judgment at the time of issue and are subject to change. This 
document is only for professional investors. This document was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial 
situation or needs of any particular person who may receive it. No further distribution is allowed without prior written consent 
of the Issuer.  
 
Investments are subject to risk, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of 
income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount 
originally invested at any point in time.  
 
Investment in real estate may be or become nonperforming after acquisition for a wide variety of reasons. Non-performing 
real estate investment may require substantial workout negotiations and/ or restructuring. Environmental liabilities may pose 
a risk such that the owner or operator of real property may become liable for the costs of removal or remediation of certain 
hazardous substances released on, about, under, or in its property. Additionally, to the extent real estate investments are 
made in foreign countries, such countries may prove to be politically or economically unstable. Finally, exposure to fluctuations 
in currency exchange rates may affect the value of a real estate investment.  
 
Investments in Real Estate are subject to various risks, including but not limited to the following:  
 
_ Adverse changes in economic conditions including changes in the financial conditions of tenants, buyer and sellers, changes 
in the availability of debt financing, changes in interest rates, real estate tax rates and other operating expenses;  
_ Adverse changes in law and regulation including environmental laws and regulations, zoning laws and other governmental 
rules and fiscal policies;  
_ Environmental claims arising in respect of real estate acquired with undisclosed or unknown environmental problems or as 
to which inadequate reserves have been established;  
_ Changes in the relative popularity of property types and locations;  
_ Risks and operating problems arising out of the presence of certain construction materials; and  
_ Currency / exchange rate risks where the investments are denominated in a currency other than the investor’s home 
currency.  
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An investment in real estate involves a high degree of risk, including possible loss of principal amount invested, and is suitable 
only for sophisticated investors who can bear such losses. The value of shares/ units and their derived income may fall or 
rise.  
 
Any forecasts provided herein are based upon DWS’s opinion of the market at this date and are subject to change dependent 
on the market. Past performance or any prediction, projection or forecast on the economy or markets is not indicative of future 
performance. 
 
War, terrorism, economic uncertainty, trade disputes, public health crises (including the recent pandemic spread of the novel 
coronavirus) and related geopolitical events could lead to increased market volatility, disruption to US and world economies 
and markets and may have significant adverse effects on the global real estate markets. 
 
In Australia: Issued by DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN 52 074 599 401), holder of an Australian Financial Services 
License (AFSL 499 640). This information is only available to persons who are professional, sophisticated, or wholesale 
investors as defined under section 761 G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). The information provided is not to be construed 
as investment, legal or tax advice and any recipient should take their own investment, legal and tax advice before investing. 
DWS Investments Australia Limited is an asset management subsidiary of DWS Group GmbH & CO. KGaA (“DWS Group”). 
The capital value of and performance of an investment is not in any way guaranteed by DWS Group, DWS Investments 
Australia Limited or any other member of the DWS Group. Any forecasts provided herein are based upon our opinion of the 
market as at this date and are subject to change, dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or 
forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market or the economic trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of the 
future or likely performance. Investments are subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and loss of 
income and principal invested. DWS Investments Australia Limited is not an Authorised Deposit-taking Institution under the 
Banking Act 1959 nor regulated by APRA. 
 
In Israel: DWS is not a holder of a license granted in Israel pursuant to the Regulation of Investment Advising, Investment 
Marketing and Portfolio Management Law, 1995 (“the Investment Law”) and does not hold the insurance coverage required 
of a licensee pursuant to the Investment Law. 
 
This document and any information provided by DWS in relation to the contents thereof will not under any circumstances be 
deemed investment “advice” (as such term is defined in the Investment Law). DWS is acting as a “marketing agent” (as such 
term is defined in the Investment Law) and any use of the word “advice” or any derivative thereof in this document should not 
be taken to mean that DWS is offering “advice” as such term is defined in the Investment Law. 
The transaction or investment described in this document (“the investment”) may have been produced or issued by DWS or 
by a third party. In either case, in the event that a client of DWS enters into the investment, DWS may receive a financial 
benefit that is separate from, and in addition to, any fee, commission or other payment (if any) made to it by the client.  
DWS has chosen to market the investment because DWS receives certain benefits when one of its clients invests in the 
investment. Other similar transactions or investment opportunities to which DWS has no connection, may also be available 
however DWS has chosen not to market these. 
 
This document may not be reproduced or used for any other purpose, nor be furnished to any other person other than those 
to whom copies have been sent.  
 
This document has been prepared exclusively for Qualified Clients as such term is defined in the First Schedule to the 
Investment Law and/or the First Schedule of the Israel Securities Law, 5728-1968 (“Securities Law”). As a prerequisite to the 
receipt of a copy of this document a recipient may be required to provide confirmation and evidence that it is a Qualified Client. 
 
This document has not been approved by the Israeli Securities Authority and will not constitute "an offer to the public" under 
sections 15 and 15a of the Securities Law or section 25 of the Joint Investment Trusts Law, 5754-1994. 
 
Notice to prospective Investors in Japan: This document is distributed in Japan by DWS Investments Japan Limited. Please 
contact the responsible employee of DWS Investments Japan Limited in case you have any question on this document 
because DWS Investments Japan Limited serves as contacts for the product or service described in this document. This 
document is for distribution to Professional Investors only under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law. 
 
Dubai International Financial Centre: Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is 
regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial 
services activities that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai 
International Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been 
distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Professional Clients, as defined 
by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. 
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: This document may not be distributed in the Kingdom except to such persons as are permitted 
under the Investment Fund Regulations issued by the Capital Market Authority. The Capital Market Authority does not take 
any responsibility for the contents of this document, does not make any representation as to its accuracy or completeness, 
and expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from, or incurred in reliance upon, any part of this 
document. Prospective subscribers of the securities offered hereby should conduct their own due diligence on the accuracy 
of the information relating to the securities. If you do not understand the contents of this document you should consult an 
authorized financial adviser. 
 
For investors in the United Kingdom: FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY 
 
Issued and approved by DWS Investments UK Limited of Winchester House, 1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB, 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). 
 
This document is a “non-retail communication” within the meaning of the FCA's Rules and is directed only at persons satisfying 
the FCA’s client categorisation criteria for an eligible counterparty or a professional client. This document is not intended for 
and should not be relied upon by a retail client. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without written consent 
of the issuer.  
 
This document is intended for discussion purposes only and does not create any legally binding obligations on the part of 
DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and/or its affiliates (“DWS”). Without limitation, this document does not constitute investment 
advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or 
other instrument, or for DWS to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information contained 
herein. The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not 
represent that it is accurate, current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this document 
constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. Any forecasts provided herein are based upon our opinion of the market as at this date and are 
subject to change, dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or forecast on the economy, stock 
market, bond market or the economic trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. 
Investments are subject to risks, including possible loss of principal amount invested. 
 
When making an investment decision, potential investors should rely solely on the final documentation relating to the 
investment or service and not the information contained herein. The investments or services mentioned herein may not be 
appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand 
the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in the light of your own 
objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction. For general 
information regarding the nature and risks of the proposed transaction and types of financial instruments please go to 
https://www.db.com/company/en/risk-disclosures.htm. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in 
making this assessment. If you decide to enter into a transaction with us you do so in reliance on your own judgment. 
 
Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by Deutsche Bank AG and/or any other of its affiliates 
(“DB”). DB may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or may trade as 
principal in the instruments (or related derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related 
derivatives) discussed herein. DB may make a market in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. You may 
not distribute this document, in whole or in part, without our express written permission. 
 
DWS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES 
OR DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY ARISE FROM 
ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS 
THEREOF.  
 
Any reference to “DWS”, “Deutsche Asset Management” or “Deutsche AM” shall, unless otherwise required by the context, 
be understood as a reference to asset management activities conducted by DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and/or any of its 
affiliates.  Clients will be provided DWS products or services by one or more legal entities that will be identified to clients 
pursuant to the contracts, agreements, offering materials or other documentation relevant to such products or services. DWS’s 
infrastructure investment business is part of the Alternatives platform. In the U.S., DWS relates to the asset management 
activities of RREEF America L.L.C.; in Germany: DWS Grundbesitz GmbH, DWS Real Estate GmbH, and DWS Alternatives 
GmbH; in Japan: DWS Investments Japan Limited; in Hong Kong: Deutsche Bank Aktiengesellschaft, Hong Kong Branch (for 
direct real estate business), and DWS investments Hong Kong Limited (for real estate securities business); in Singapore: 
DWS Investments Singapore Limited (Company Reg. No. 198701485N); in the United Kingdom: Deutsche Alternative Asset 
Management (UK) Limited, DWS Alternatives Global Limited and DWS Investments UK Limited; and in Denmark, Finland, 
Norway and Sweden: Deutsche Bank AG; in Australia:  DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN 52 074 599 401) an 
Australian financial services license holder. 
© 2020. All rights reserved.  
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For investors in Nordics: Deutsche Bank AG is authorised under German Banking Law (competent authority: European Central 
Bank and the BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority). Deutsche Bank AG Stockholm branch ("DBS", 
Bolagsverket nr. 516401-9985) is authorised by BaFin and regulated by Finansinspektionen for the conduct of licensed 
activities in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. Deutsche Bank branches operate within the EEA on the back of the legal 
entity (Deutsche Bank AG) EU Passports within the European Economic Area (“EEA”). Reference is made to European Union 
Regulatory Background and Corporate and Regulatory Disclosures at https://www.db.com/en/content/eu_disclosures_uk.htm. 
Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by BaFin and respective Nordic Region Financial Supervisory 
Authority are available from us on request.  
 
Without limitation, this document and any attachment does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to enter into any 
transaction with DBS. This material and attachments is for information purposes only and is not intended to be an offer or an 
advice or recommendation or solicitation, or the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security, or other instrument, or 
for DBS to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information contained herein. The implicit 
or explicit views and recommendations expressed in marketing or other financial presentation material as well as any financial 
proposals are solely those of the issuer of such material, and forwarded to you on behalf of the contracting party.  
 
The views set out in this presentation are those of the author and may not necessarily the views of any other division within 
Deutsche Bank, including the Sales and Trading functions of the Corporate and Investment Bank or the Global Client Group 
of Deutsche Asset Management and Private Wealth Management: all services provided by these the Sales and Trading 
functions of the Corporate and Investment Bank are purely on a non-advised, execution-only basis. DB may engage in 
transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or may trade as principal in the instruments 
(or related derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. DB 
may make a market in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. Sales and Trading personnel are 
compensated in part based on the volume of transactions effected by them. You may not distribute this document, in whole 
or in part, without our express written permission.  
 
DBS is solely acting for and on behalf of Deutsche Bank AG and/or any of its affiliates. Potential investors should be aware 
that if they decide to enter into a transaction with Deutsche Bank AG or any of its affiliates acting in their capacity as principal 
to the transaction (“contracting party”), any and all agreements will be entered into with that contracting party (unless re-
negotiated) and pursuant to the financial laws and regulations of the country where the contracting party is licensed.  
 
Unless DBS is entering into a separate and explicit contractual relationship with you for the provision of investment services, 
it is neither obliged to categorise you in accordance with MiFID nor perform MiFID suitability and/or appropriateness 
assessment (as enacted into Swedish laws and regulations). The investments or services mentioned in this material or an 
attachment thereto may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into a transaction you should take steps to 
ensure that you fully understand the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the 
transaction in the light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into 
such transaction. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide 
to enter into a transaction with a contracting party you do so in reliance on your own judgment. For general information 
regarding the nature and risks and types of financial instruments please go to www.globalmarkets.db.com/riskdisclosures.  
 
DB SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES 
OR DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY ARISE FROM 
ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS 
THEREOF. 
 
For Investors in Belgium: The information contained herein is only intended for and must only be distributed to institutional 
and/or professional investors (as defined in the Royal Decree dated 19 December 2017 implementing MiFID directive). In 
reviewing this presentation you confirm that you are such an institutional or professional investor. When making an 
investment decision, potential investors should rely solely on the final legal documentation (including the prospectus) 
relating to the investment or product:  the information contained in the present document is purely illustrative, educational or 
informative. The investments or products mentioned herein may not be adequate or appropriate for all investors and before 
entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand the transaction and have made an 
independent assessment of the suitability or appropriateness of the transaction in the light of your own objectives and 
circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction. You should also consider seeking 
advice from your own advisers (including tax advisers) in making this assessment. If you decide to enter into a transaction 
with us you do so in reliance on your own judgment. 
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